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	WARD LOCATION: Overton
	OFFICER COMPLETING: PCSO 151 Maurice 
	TIME PERIOD: March - April 2017
	AGENCYRow1: Police & Council
	CONCERN AND ACTIONRow1: Monitor parking issues outside school as and when shifts allow.  Some drivers have been given words of advice and we are now issuing advisory leaflets about causing an obstruction on the junction together with taking the registration numbers and photos of the offending vehicles in situ.
	AGENCYRow2: 
	CONCERN AND ACTIONRow2: We are still monitoring the junction of Turning St & High Street, where we are also issuing these advisory leaflets and it seems to be working, the area has been quite clear of late.
	AGENCYRow3: 
	CONCERN AND ACTIONRow3: 
	NUMBERSBURGLARY: 1
	COMMENTSBURGLARY: Burglary at residential property, house to house enquiries carried out.  No CCTV, no witnesses and nothing for CSI but believed to be domestic related, although nothing was taken. 
	NUMBERSBOTD: 0
	COMMENTSBOTD: 
	NUMBERSASSAULTS: 0
	COMMENTSASSAULTS: 
	NUMBERSTFMV: 0
	COMMENTSTFMV: 
	NUMBERSTOMV: 0
	COMMENTSTOMV: 
	NUMBERSTHEFT: 1
	COMMENTSTHEFT: Theft of a expensive garden bench possibly over the last few weeks.  No CCTV, nothing for CSI, no witnesses and no suspects,  therefore no further lines of enquiry.
	NUMBERSROBBERY: 0
	COMMENTSROBBERY: 
	NUMBERSCRIMINAL DAMAGE: 0
	COMMENTSCRIMINAL DAMAGE: 
	NUMBERSARSON: 0
	COMMENTSARSON: 
	NUMBERSDRUGS: 0
	COMMENTSDRUGS:  
	NUMBERSASB: 0
	COMMENTSASB: 
	EMERGING ISSUES: We received a call from the school as regards parents parking on the zig zags outside the school which are very faded.  PCSO Mike Simister has spoken to the Deputy Head to inform him we are aware and pop down as and when shifts allow as we do with all 6 schools we cover. They were happy with this and I believe the school have sent letters out to the parents informing them not to park there.  Apparently they are not enforceable anyway, as there are no accompanying signs attached to this area showing times and dates but we will continue to ask them to move if they are parked there when we attend. Malicious communications issue via Facebook but no evidence of this could be shown to officer as the message was deleted before the IP could screen shot it.  No further lines of enquiry available at this time so it has been closed as undetected but the content has been logged. 
	GOOD NEWS STORIES: 


